Computer-aided search will help crime scene investigators to get quick answers for involved tires and cars
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Tire track identification is based on different software products today. The aim is to find the car type and/or the mounted tires on the car of the suspect based on a tire track from a crime scene. During the last decades, the “Tire Book”, with about 5,000 printed tire patterns, was the only possibility to find the identity of a tire from a corresponding tire track. The “Tire Database” is now available on two different standard software platforms: Access and Excel. To find 1 tire out of about 15,000, you have 7 different search criteria. All in all, there are about 3 million possible variations. The result is a short technical description of the specific tire, a picture of the tread pattern and its classification. The history of each tire will give important information on patent disputes. The tire database was developed in cooperation with ENFSI (European Network of forensic Science Institutes).

The “Car Database” is available in standard excel-format for worldwide use. The database is based on the original tire equipment of cars at their delivery. Conversion tables will help to find corresponding tire sizes on the legal and illegal replacement market. About 12,000 different passenger cars, SUVs and light truck models of more than 300 different car manufacturers are listed. Wheel base, front and rear track and the tire size of the original equipment are listed for search. The tire database is used by “TreadMate”, a product of our partner Foster & Freeman, too. All products are updated annually.
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